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Using historic maps to look further:
Historic Landscape Characterisation in England
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Historic Landscape Characterisation
(HLC)

In England, for the past decade, we have
been developing Historic Landscape
Characterisation (HLC) to try to put ideas
about landscape management into practice.
There are similar approaches in Scotland,
Wales and more recently Ireland.
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HLC is
• An archaeologist’s view of landscape: landscape as
material culture, the supreme human artefact
• Treats landscape as a perception of environment; it
only exists in the present day
• Focussed on:
– Time (time depth)
– Human agency
– Change
• Aligned with the European Landscape Convention
definition of landscape as: “an area, as perceived
by people, whose character is result of the action &
interaction of natural and/or human factors
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Historic Landscape Characterisation
HLC is an archaeologically
and historically informed
type of landscape character
assessment
It is designed to expand
historic environment work
from sites to landscape, from
the built to the semi natural,
and to integrate it with other
landscape viewpoints to help
manage change

HLC is made at county level but it fits into
national frameworks such as these.
A regional level remains to be made.

Roberts and Wrathmell 2000

Countryside Character Map 1995-98

HLC is also
• part of a wider inter-disciplinary landscape study
• it contributes an archaeologist’s perspective
(only part of landscape) to be combined with
– other disciplines’ perceptions, such a those of
landscape ecologists, geographers,
landscape architects, historians or
anthropologists for example, and
– the non-expert perceptions that make
landscape such a powerful common heritage.
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Archaeologists’ particular distinctive
contribution to landscape through HLC are our
perceptions of
– the passage of time and its legacy
– human agency
– Change

(these might well be self-evident to
archaeologists but HLC looks outwards as well)
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EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE CONVENTION

Florence, 20th October 2000
In force 1 March 2004 in 11 ratifying countries, now 15

A new instrument devoted exclusively to the protection,
management and planning of all landscapes in Europe and to
inter-disciplinary and pan-European cooperation on landscape.
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THE EUROPEAN
LANDSCAPE CONVENTION
The ELC defines landscape very simply

-

“an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result
of the action & interaction of natural and/or human factors”
Landscape exists everywhere, the entire territory:
• natural, rural, urban and peri-urban
• land, inland water and marine areas
• all areas: outstanding, everyday, degraded
It calls for characterisation-based approaches to the whole landscape

HLC treats landscape as an idea not a thing

• Landscape is composed of material things (the
‘environment’) but is itself a cultural construct
• It is twice cultural:
• a present day construction derived from
• the material culture of past cultural activity
• Landscape is not simply a bigger type of archaeological
site; it is of a different order: a way of seeing (and of
being)
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• landscape and environment are not the same

HLC: a summary of the method:
Historic Landuse Character Types SW region

Agriculture (Unenclosed landscapes)
Agriculture (Ancient enclosure)
Agriculture (Historic enclosures)
Agriculture (Mixed enclosures)
Agriculture (Mixed enclosures - damaged)
Agriculture (Mixed historic/recent)
Agriculture (Recent enclosures)
Agriculture (Recent enclosures, post medieval)
Agriculture (Recent enclosures, early modern)
Agriculture (Recent enclosures, modern pasture)
Agriculture (Recent enclosures, modern, arable)
Agriculture (Reclaimed land)
Horticulture
Ancient woodland (historic pre 1800)
Recent woodland (plantation post 1800)
Urban (Medieval - 1700)
Urban (1700 - 1840)
Urban (1840 - 1940)
Urban (modern 1940 - )
Industrial/Commercial (extractive industry)
Industrial/Commercial (industrial/commercial complexes)
Ornamental
Water (natural)
Water (artificial)
The Coast (intertidal zone)
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• map-based
• desk-based
• small scale
(extensive),
• subjective &
generalising

The first county HLC: Herring 1998

• an interpretation of the present landscape’s historic
and cultural dimensions

HLC now operates in GIS:
•
•
•
•

speed,
interrogation,
cross-reference to other aspects
analysis of SMR data

Hampshire HLC, one
of the first GIS HLCs
www.hants.gov.uk/landscape

George Lambrick, Oxford Archaeolgy

HLC uses GIS relatively simply:

•

a single layer of polygons defined by predominant types.
~ types not areas
~ not specific to a place
~ generic not discrete ~ repeated

CHESHIRE HLC (Rob Edwards, Cheshire CC)

HLC polygons are defined by a particular mix
of types within them, of which one is
dominant. This allows overview without
getting lost in detail

this approach
distinguishes
HLC: it is an
interpretative not
simply a mapping
exercise.
Lancashire: Joy Ede and John Darlington

The single layer of polygons have layered
databases that record functional,
morphological and chronological
attributes, change through time and ‘timedepth’, and which allow past modelling.

Modelling of
previous HL
character
(J Darlington)

Historic and modern mapping, aerial photos, documentary
sources and GIS datasets are used to develop a picture of how
past land-use has created, and conditioned, the shape of our
landscape today

After: Melissa Conway (Berkshire HLC)

The landscape history of each
land parcel is sketched onto a
paper base map;

digitised into a
shapefile and the
information about that
parcel recorded in the
shapefile’s attribute
table

Berkshire HLC: Melissa Conway

West Berkshire / N Wilts AONB
incomplete (in progress

Modes of analysis

Somerset and Exmoor HLC (Oscar Aldred)

National HLC reviews
• Taking Stock of the Method (A
review of HLC methods, supported
by a Template Project Design)
(Aldred and Fairclough 2003)
• Using HLC (A review of HLC
applications) (Clark, Darlington and
Fairclough 2004)

Using HLC

Presents examples of HLC used in:
• Landscape Management

• Landscape Character Assessment
• Spatial Planning
• Partnership, Learning, Outreach
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Spatial planning
• Thinking that (historic) landscape
character cannot be destroyed but only
changed allows new approaches to
landscape management and protection,
for example high-level strategic
assessments of HLC for use in planning
major new housing plans in SE England

London-Stansted-Cambridge Growth Area: HL policy

HLC ‘Asset Values’

HLC Sensitivity

Milton Keynes Growth Area

initial expansion proposals

Boundary loss

18th century survival

20th century changes

Thames Gateway

More information on characterisation:

English Heritage 2005

www/english-heritage.org.uk/characterisation
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